That certain something: kitchen planning with a shine

This kitchen design follows the current passion for precious metals and knows just how to showcase the quality of the materials.

Whether a delicate shimmer or vividly shiny – metallic materials are attractive, they shine and generate a very special feeling of warmth. The introduction of gold, bronze and copper to furnishings and interior design was accompanied by a parallel move of this elegant and gracious colour world into kitchen planning. With this kitchen concept, LEICHT is addressing two current furnishing trends: in the colour „oro luz“ – Spanish for „golden light“ – the new pleasantly roughened, ultra-matt laminate surface DORADO grabs your attention. The hip metallic look cuts a convincing figure in contrast with the dark nuances of the CONCRETE range.

Classy sparkle: DORADO brings the warm shine of gold into the kitchen

The colour gold has always caused great excitement and still does: particularly in contrast with dark areas and woods, the new golden laminate range makes a thrilling, elegant impact indoors and is compelling with its warm shimmer, reminiscent of the glamorous sparkle of the 1920s. The colour of the sun, emperors and kings makes a statement in this matt surface, enhancing the look without becoming too dominant.
Thanks to a delicate brush structure, the light breaks playfully on the high-grade Fenix material and is gracious – it begs you to invite guests round, cook for them and communicate with them. Furthermore, DORADO is easy to clean and is pleasant to the touch. The composite board concealed on the front with brushed genuine metal has an acrylic nano coating the surface of which has a fine texture created in an electron-beam hardening method. This manufacturing procedure guarantees the no-fingerprint effect for the light golden programme which can shine all the more with its soft-matt feel. This means that DORADO with its matt-gold look is very much in fashion: luxuriously and elegantly, it combines a touch of glamour with the reduced lines of contemporary interior design.

In the spirit of modern architecture: the CONCRETE surface
Pure beauty: the golden surface range is compelling in this kitchen plan in an unerring combination with the characterful, slightly morbid structure of concrete. With the CONCRETE programme, LEICHT confirms in this design how the best-seller made of fine concrete underlines the architecture of modern kitchen concepts and how it becomes the ideal companion for the fine gold area with its lively effect. The dark CONCRETE in „brasilia“ makes for an additional touch of vitally warm elegance.

Clear planning and a balanced material concept ensure a good atmosphere
The two expressive programmes DORADO and CONCRETE are perfectly showcased in this kitchen installation with the design range EVO: the focus is a clearly structured working block which is the counterpart to the functional kitchen wall with cooking niche. The parallel arrangement of the two planning elements of equal length has a tidy look while the kitchen bench ensures an open transition to the room: this is where glasses are chinked, aperitifs are enjoyed and a relaxed atmosphere ensues for an enjoyable evening.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.